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Viewpoints differ immense highlighting uncertaintyUsed car market 
overview



None of past predictions has come true even closeUsed car market 
overview



OEMs profits a hidden trendUsed car market 

overview







I very frequently get the question: “What’s going to change in the 
next 10 years?” That’s a very interesting question.

I almost never get the question: “What’s not going to change in the 
next 10 years?” And I submit to you that that second question is 
actually the more important of the two.
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Что не меняется?
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What to do about all this?

Industrial revolution 4.0: The world became a very dynamic place and everything is 
changing? – There are too many relevant changes at the same time.

Internet of things

Connected devices

Virtual reality

Digital traceability

3D printing

Block chain

Big data

New digital 
currencies

Mobile and new 
smart devices

Future payment 
technologies

Robotics

Artificial 
intelligence

Very important to seperate the signal from the 
noice! All consulting firms now very busy 
selling that nothing will ever be the same and 
that everzthing has to change in order to 
survive. To manage all this a bank should buy 
a consulting project and learn to be AGILE, 
use lean production technologies in IT..
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Where should the focus of the bank be?

What NOT to do is just as an important question as what to DO in dynamic times. 
The focus of a strategy should be on what is predictable and will not change– All new 
technologies should be used to the maximum ONLY to give advantage to these predictable 
areas and finally most important to clients. 

Openness

Customer service

Best knowledge of 
client

Trust

Security

Client centricity

Product portfolio

Cost of distribution

Financial solutions 
to clients needs

Technology

Price 

Reputation

Internet of things

Connected devices

Virtual reality

Digital traceability

3D printing

Block chain

Big data

New digital 
currencies

Mobile and new 
smart devices

Future payment 
technologies

Robotics

Artificial 
intelligence



Digitization of Europe
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• Digital adoption is uneven in different industries and when analyzed via 
sector/function matrix potential investment ideas in clusters can be revealed.

• For example 1, 3, 4 and 5 clusters are highly investable.

Source: McKinsey Global Institute



60% Недвижимость

17.5% все компании  мира

Круговорот
Создание новой ценности
Парковка ценности
ДОХОД

How much is the world woth?
US $228,000,000,000,000 (US $228tn)

2017, Global real estate

US $168,5tn
Residential

real estate

US $70,1tn
Equities

US $100,2tn
Outstanding

Securitised debt

US $27,2tn
Agricultural land

and forestry

US $32,3tn
Commercial

Real estate
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Как я смотрю на инвестиции в то что меняется?



Global Internet Users = 3.8B @ 51% Penetration...

6   Hours per day



Бизнес 2 Бизнес











Дифузия новых бизнес моделей







53% интернет пользователей из Азии, 
новые компании из больше географий
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Source: McKinsey Global Institute
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The world is pessimistic
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The world economy has been growing 
since 60 years
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The world is pessimistic
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Extreme poverty is on the way to be 
erroded
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More value shifts to private unicorns and it 
takes less time for a company to become one
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• Today we have 315 unicorn companies with total 
cumulative valuation: ~ $1058B.

Median amount of funding raised prior to tech IPOs by year

Shift from early IPO to later stage mega rounds could be accounted for unwillingness of companies to be transparent and controlled by the public market.
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Why is that it is not an another tech 
bubble?
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• There are significantly more Internet users and we’re no longer newbies

• We are connected at speeds 400x faster and this is about to explode into significantly greater speeds with 5G that are the equivalent of a platform shift

• We all have computers in our pockets now

• We have removed all “purchase friction”

• We are now all social. When we like something it spreads like wild fire



Динамика superstar компаний



Top-10%, that is 575 of public and private 
companies globally capture 80% of all 
economic profit
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Source: McKinsey Global Institute

Economic profit distribution

Top-10% of companies create the same amount of economic profit as bottom 10% destroys.



A handful of sectors are seeing superstar gains 
in gross operating surplus and value added
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Source: McKinsey Global Institute

We find that superstar sectors tend to share some combination of the following attributes: low capital intensity; greater intensity of R&D, of selling, general, and administrative 
expenses, and of skill; and higher levels of digital adoption.
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